Applications and fees are submitted by Licensed Plumber, Architect, Engineer or Plumbing Designer.

Soil test reviewed by Environmental Health Division.

Soil test report filed awaiting plans of private sewage system.

Plans reviewed by Environmental Health Division.

Sanitary Permit held awaiting additional information.

Additional information is submitted.

Permit denied and application returned.

Sanitary Permit issued.

Permit filed awaiting inspection of private sewage system.

On-Site private sewage system inspection.

Enter into County Mandatory Maintenance Program.

Department of Commerce (DCOMM) Plan Approval required for:
- Alternate Mound System
- In Ground Pressure System
- Experimental System
- Variances

- Applicant handles this step
- County handles this step
- Shaded square indicates another County process described elsewhere in this book
- Shaded circle indicates an action involving another unit of government